**SAHL HASHEESH 2019 WORLD TAEKWONDO BEACH CHAMPIONSHIPS**
SAT 12 OCT 2019
Dynamic Kicks Individual Male Contestants 8

**Contestants**
- S. WETCHAKOR THA
- C. KHOPANA THA
- T. BOMPENTHO THA
- P. SENGMUEAN THA
- S. SIRISINRU THA
- W. SIANGLIO THA
- M. AHMED MOH EGY
- M. BARREIRO ESP

**Classification**
1. 101: S. WETCHAKOR THA (DSQ 0:0)
2. 102: T. BOMPENTHO THA (PTF 2:0)
3. 201: W. SIANGLIO THA (PTF 0:2)
4. 202: M. BARREIRO ESP (PTF 0:2)

**Legend**
- PTF: Win by final score
- RSC: Win by Referee Stop the contest
- WDR: Win by Withdrawal
- DSQ: Win by Disqualification
- (x): Seed
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